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                    Careers at The Land Institute

                    The Land Institute is working on a solution to one of humankind’s most critical challenges: Producing food while regenerating precious soil, water, and ecological resources.

The long-term, game-changing nature of our mission is both challenging and fulfilling. Our people reflect the values of the prairie: diverse and perennial. Our staff members have come from across the globe to The Land Institute’s modest home in Salina, Kansas, transforming agriculture worldwide. For many, it becomes a lifelong career. More than a few have been involved with — and have evolved with — The Land Institute for decades.

Jobs at The Land Institute include scientists, field and research technicians, farm operations, fundraising, communications, marketing, finance, and administration.

VIEW CURRENT JOB OPENINGS
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All Other Inquiries

Don’t see a link to a current open position, or don’t see a position that fits your skill set? Feel free to submit a CV/resume to careers@landinstitute.org and we will keep your information on file for future employment opportunities.
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                The Land Institute
                    The Land Institute is a 501(c)(3) non-profit research organization based in Salina, Kansas, that was founded in 1976. The Land Institute co-leads the global movement for perennial, diverse, truly regenerative agriculture at a scale. Our work, led by a team of plant breeders and ecologists in multiple partnerships worldwide, is focused on developing perennial grains, pulses, and oilseed-bearing plants to be grown in ecologically intensified, diverse crop mixtures known as perennial polycultures. The Land Institute’s goal is to create an agriculture system that mimics natural systems to produce ample food and reduce or eliminate the negative impacts of agriculture. Through transdisciplinary research and collaborations, The Land Institute builds learning communities to help society cross the threshold into diverse, perennial grain agriculture. 
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